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Cooper Can Outsmart
Yellow Jackets
Who Am I?

I am a very important insect... I am a Yellow
Jacket. I eat other insects that damage our
farms, fruits and vegetables. But, if my nest is
located at your home, I can sometimes be a
problem. You will see me and my friends in the
mid-summer through the fall. My nest can be
in the ground, in a tree or even inside a wall in
your home. My mom, the Queen, lays all of the
eggs for the family. We live in a nest and I
Yellow Jacket
have thousands of sisters living with me. I love
sweets, especially soda, and I also eat food which is why you will see me
wherever there is food, soda, juice or other yummy things.
How Does Cooper Outsmart Yellow Jackets?
Cooper Pest Solutions has developed a unique program to contend with yellow jackets that fly around the
home. You will see the traps that Cooper uses in places like Home Depot®, but Cooper has taken the use of
the traps to another level. Our trapping program was specially designed by entomologist and owner, Richard
Cooper. The program is nationally recognized and can be seen at Waterfront Park in Trenton NJ, the Multiple
Sclerosis 150 mile ride from Cherry Hill to Ocean City, NJ in addition to many public festivals and events
throughout New Jersey.
Along with trapping, Cooper also takes care of yellow jacket nests that are established in the ground or in the
walls of homes. Our treatments are precise and are aimed directly at the nest. In the event that you find a
nest, call our experienced customer service representatives and we can solve your problem the same day.

About Cooper

Cooper Pest Solutions is a family-owned business that residents and businesses have trusted since 1955. With our team
of two entomologists, numerous environmental specialists and a licensed sanitarian, we develop unique programs that
separate us from the rest of the pest control industry. From maintenance and prevention services to environmentallyconscious programs, call Cooper and find out why.....
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